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            COMMERCIAL GYM & FITNESS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER IN DELHI, INDIA


With over 35 years of experience, Nortus Fitness excels in providing the best fitness equipment establishing itself as one of India's 1st certified gym equipment brands. Our specialization includes a diverse range of fitness equipment, expert set-up services, meticulous planning and design, and distinctive floor plans to cater to our client's needs.
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                Commercial Gym Equipment

               
              Gym equipment intended for commercial use is specifically crafted for fitness centers, gyms, and similar commercial environments. These machines are constructed to endure rigorous usage and frequent foot traffic ensuring their robustness and longevity.             
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                Home Gym Equipment 

              
               Home equipment are those exercise machines and tools specifically designed for use in a home environment. These items enable individuals to attain their fitness objectives without the need to venture outside.
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             Fitness Equipment

            For the past 35 years, Nortus Fitness has stood as the best gym equipment company in India. We supply substantial quantities of free weights, strength training equipment, and cardio equipment to numerous commercial gyms across the country.
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       Cardio Fitness Equipment  
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      Strength Equipments   
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      Benches and Racks   
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            Commercial Gym Setup Services 

             The success of a gym is significantly attributed to its well-thought-out design. If you're uncertain about optimizing productivity in your gym, consider utilizing professional commercial gym setup services.
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            Commercial Gym Setup Services at Affordable Cost in India 

             Explore our expertise in Commercial Gym Planning & Designing, ensuring optimal space utilization and an inviting environment for a successful fitness facility tailored to your vision.
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            Certified Quality

             Your trust in our equipment is backed by industry certifications reflecting our commitment to delivering top-notch quality.
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            Innovation

             Stay ahead in the fitness industry with our innovative products that enhance user experience and deliver outstanding results.
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            Support

             Choose us for the unparalleled support we offer. From installation to ongoing maintenance, our dedicated support team is here to assist you.
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            Value 

             Our competitively priced gym equipment offers a perfect balance between quality and cost-effectiveness.
 

        

      

          

  












  
    
      
        
          
            OUR TESTIMONIAL

            As a gym equipment manufacturer, it feel delighted to have such a huge and satisfied clientele.
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                  Awesome product!!! All the equipments are fine and upto gym standards.  every one must Go for it!! The packaging is good as well! Above all coming from a trusted brand Nortus fitness equipment.                

                
                  
                    
                      Ganesh Kumar                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  Nortus Fitness Equipment I wanna congratulation progressive years as you are giving such great services to the your customers Staff is so co-operative and dedicated to the customer's satisfaction.                

                
                  
                    
                      Neelu Chaturvedi                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  Nortus Fitness Equipment offers high-quality fitness equipment suitable for your home gym. They also help you pick and choose the equipment that best suits your fitness needs. Fully satisfied                

                
                  
                    
                      Nishant Chaturvedi                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  There is nothing to dislike about the product. The cardio looks exactly as it is mentioned. So far satisified. Let's see, it would be better to comment after a month of using everyday!...You’ve been a great addition to the team Nortus Fitness Equipment                

                
                  
                    
                      Ayush Singh                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  I bought Decline Bench press. It is a very excellent workout for the lower chest muscles. It  really helps to strengthen the upper portion of the body. This company is providing great equipments to the customers.                

                
                  
                    
                      MD Sajid                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  The best and world class company is located in  india. Pull down machine is so reasonable price .. Nortus Fitness Equipment is the honest provider .
                

                
                  
                    
                      Bharat Patel                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  Cardio fitness equipment is the best from this company there is no room for doubt to buy this through them. brilliant results.                

                
                  
                    
                      Kunal Kumar                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  I bought a treadmill for my family from Nortus Ftness Equipment happily I will have to say that it is so easy to setup treadmill at home. Working well. Needed a treadmill for home workout as outside its getting really hot and humid. Thankyou Nortus Fitness Equipment.                

                
                  
                    
                      Niteen Yadavwanshi                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  If I talk about my experience with Nortus Fitness Company this company thrilled with the service of the shipper and equipments those arranged for me.A+ would not hesitate to buy from them again in the future thank you so much
                

                
                  
                    
                      Vinay                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  The provides all the commercial fitness equipment you need very responsible price and they guide proper description about all products
                

                
                  
                    
                      Raju Mandal                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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                  Before placing the order was little bit hesitant to book the item...but after receiving the item by seeing the Quality giving 5 star as rating as all items are brand new without damage and deliver time was also very less(max 7 days) compared to other brands (others were max 3weeks)
                

                
                  
                    
                      Ratnahari Udyana                      

                    
                    Customer                     
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              CLIENT REVIEW
            

          

        

      

    

  



  
    
      
        
          
            How Can you Reach Us

            If you have any queries or doubts, feel free to drop your details, you will be contacted by our experts.
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          Call Our Gym Equipment Experts Now

          Do you have a commercial gym where you want to install gym equipment and related products? Allow us to serve you better with our experienced services.

          CALL US  +91-9810 340 770  
        

      

    

  





  
    
      
        
          OUR BLOG

          Read our latest blogs written by our fitness experts who keep you updated and informed with the latest information on gym equipment.
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                Gym Equipment Manufacturers in Agra, Uttar Pradesh                
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                Gym Equipment Manufacturers in Srinagar                
              Gym equipment are equipment or machines used for exercise. They help people to get stronger, fitter, and healthier. Common gym equipment include treadmills, dumbbells, barbells, and exercise bikes.
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                Commercial Gym Equipment Manufacturer in Indore                
              Gym equipment is crucial for staying fit. It's like the tools we use to keep our bodies healthy and strong. Just like we need a hammer and nails to build something, our bodies need gym equipment to stay in good shape.
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									GYM EQUIPMENT FAQ

								

							

						



						
							
								
											WHAT ARE COMMERCIAL FITNESS EQUIPMENT?

											
												Exercise equipment intended for commercial use is constructed to endure continuous daily use in gym settings, ensuring prolonged durability and longevity.

											

										

											WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF COMMERCIAL FITNESS MACHINES?

											
												Discover the essential categories of commercial fitness equipment, including Treadmills, Cross Trainers, Bikes, Gym Stations, Crossfit gear, and Free Weights.

											

										

											WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE NORTUS FITNESS TO BUY COMMERCIAL GYM EQUIPMENT IN INDIA?

											
												Selecting the appropriate fitness equipment marks the initial stride in establishing an exceptional commercial gym. Our esteemed brand specializes in providing robust, dependable, and long-lasting gym machines.

											

										

											HOW MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE AS AN INDIAN GYM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER?

											
												With 35 years of expertise, we as one of the Commercial gym equipment brands specialize in manufacturing a diverse range of commercial fitness equipment.

											

										

											I HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT A PRODUCT. HOW DO I GET MY QUESTION ANSWERED?

											
												Feel free to reach out to us by email or phone if you have any questions regarding our machines. Our dedicated team is ready to assist, offering information and ensuring your complete satisfaction with a dedicated approach.

											

										


							

						

		
		
					

				




  
    
      
        
          Let us Discuss Your  Project

          Do you have a commercial gym where you want to install gym equipment and related products? Allow us to serve you better with our experienced services.

           CALL US  +91-9810 340 770  
        

      

    

  



















  
COMMERCIAL GYM EQUIPMENT EXPORTER IN INDIA – NORTUS FITNESS


We are well-positioned to fulfill the facility needs of your gym or fitness center in India. Our range of services covers planning, design, finance, and service/maintenance. Nortus as a leading Commercial fitness equipment manufacturer offers a diverse selection of equipment, ranging from cardio machines to strength circuits and power racks. This variety enhances personal performance and comfort, enabling individuals of all ages and abilities to experience enjoyable, engaging, and effective workouts. Our commitment to great ergonomics and seamless mobility makes us a game changer for any facility.


As a reputable fitness equipment brand in India, we firmly advocate that, amidst the demands of today's busy lifestyle, it is crucial not to underestimate the significance of optimal health. Allocating a specific portion of each day to physical activities is essential for sustaining a healthy lifestyle. We have built connections with a diverse clientele and have played a pivotal role in delivering commercial gym setup services across the nation.









GYM FITNESS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER, SUPPLIER & EXPORTER IN DELHI, INDIA


Nortus Fitness has solidified its prominent position in the fitness industry as a distinguished manufacturer, exporter and commercial fitness supplier in India. Our team is adept at gym planning, designing, and setup, emphasizing the crucial aspect of personal comfort in creating an ideal gym environment. A welcoming and engaging backdrop is essential for a fulfilling workout experience. The gym space should exude comfort, motivation, and an unmistakably non-judgmental atmosphere for the convenience of users. Maintaining a clean environment is paramount, as nothing deters patrons faster than a dirty gym; thus, ensuring users wipe down equipment before use is imperative.








WHY WE ARE CLAIMED AS THE BEST GYM MACHINES MANUFACTURER IN INDIA?


Whether you're new to the gym scene or an experienced fitness facility manager searching for robust exercise equipment in India, we understand that selecting the ideal gym machine can be a daunting endeavor. When making a significant investment in your fitness setup, you deserve reliable and experienced guidance from an expert in the specific machine you intend to purchase. This is what sets us apart as the foremost brand for commercial gym machines.





TIPS FOR CHOOSING THE BEST FITNESS EQUIPMENT


The fate of your business, be it a newly established gym or a renovated one, hinges on the choice of state-of-the-art fitness equipment. While cost is often linked to value, its definition can vary. Are you facing challenges in selecting the right fitness gear for your recently inaugurated gym? Delve into the following recommendations:


	Select cutting-edge technologies.
	Establish a budget and stick to it.
	Consider your gym's layout.
	Determine whether to finance or lease.
	Consider warranty and maintenance.
	Determine the gym's size restrictions.
	Everything in the store should be tried.
	Determine Your Fitness Objectives.
	Select your equipment options.
	Be honest with yourself about your fitness level.
	Find the greatest exercise equipment manufacturer.
	Don't count on upgrading your equipment.



If you still have, doubts in your mind then feel free to get in touch with our experts.








IMPORTANCE OF GYM EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR DAY TO DAY HEALTH


Gym equipment comes with a hefty price tag, yet they can prove to be a valuable investment for individuals committed to enhancing their physical fitness. Prior to embarking on your gym journey, it is crucial to understand the health benefits associated with these machines.


Here are some merits of fitness equipment that can also assist you in making an informed purchase decision.


	You get to multitask
	Easy to use
	Equipment are compact and convenient
	You get a full body workout
	It builds your musculoskeletal health
	Exercise machines are a great cardio workout
	Increase your aerobic capacity
	Maximize your training
	Improved balance and mobility
	Strengthening weak leg muscles
	Getting rid of belly fat
	Benefits that could change your life










STRONG NETWORK FOR GYM EXERCISE MACHINES IN INDIA


Nortus Fitness is one of the leading gym equipment dealers proudly providing certified fitness equipment that is “Made in India”. Our commitment to the "Vocal for Local" initiative is reflected in our diverse range of commercial fitness equipment. Currently, we serve customers in key cities such as Bhopal, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Jaipur, Lucknow, Delhi, Bangalore, Chandigarh, Jalandhar, Amritsar, Meerut, Ambala, Mumbai, Punjab, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya Pradesh, spanning across India.
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           Nortus Fitness has over 35+ years of expertise offering the greatest fitness solutions for our clients, having been one of the best certified gym equipment brands in India. 
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          Contact us
        

          	
              Nortus Fitness              

              1118, M.I.E , Part - I, Bahadurgarh, Haryana, India             
	Email : info@nortusfitness.com
	Telephone : +91-9810 340 770
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